
 
 
December 16, 2014. 
 
File No. 15000005/2007 - Human Rights Department 
 
Your Honor (SS) and Secretary of Action, in the office of the Federal 
Chamber of the city of Bahia Blanca, on this day, the sixteenth of 
December two thousand and fourteen, shall receive a STATEMENT 
OF INQUIRY from CLAUDIO ALEJANDRO KUSSMAN, currently 
detained in Unit 31 Ezeiza City, from where he was transferred to 
the Federal R Prison Complex of Ezeiza City for the purpose of this 
video conference in progress at the Council’s Headquarters, with 
Judicial Council, technical assistance staff, and the Secretary 
assigned to the event, Dr. Veronica Rodriguez Artola all in 
attendance. 
 
The Court has informed the respondent that the judge hearing the 
case is Deputy Federal Judge Dr. U. Santiago Martinez in the 
Federal Court No. 1 of Bahia Blanca, and on behalf of the Human 
Rights Department, Dr. Mario A. Fernández Moreno.  
 
Respondent was also informed that only his counsel and 
representatives of Public Prosecutions (Articles 295 and cctes of the 
CPP..) may be in attendance. 
This court informs Mr. Kussman the right to not testify; Also Mr. 
Kussman will not be required to tell the truth under oath, nor be 
forced with coercion or threat, or any means to compel, induce or to 
testify against his will, nor will he be charged in order to obtain a 
confession. 
 
He is informed that he has the right to choose a lawyer he says he 
keeps Dr. Mauricio Daniel Gutierrez’ representation, who is present 
in the Federal Court of Appeals of this city, whom has already made 
an inquiry in private, and accepts the position conferred swearing 
perform it faithfully and according to law being CSJN enrolled in 
Volume 10 Folio 474, 20102036051 and email address in this town 
in Santiago del Estero street of 646 PB. 2.  
 



Let the record further show that the accused was informed that he 
could seek initial consultation in private prior to this hearing with 
his lawyer.  
Then the accused and his counsel were notified that these charges 
processed under the provisions of the Criminal Procedural Code of 
the Nation currently in force (Law 23,984 and its amendments), 
expressly excluding any other provisions, whether they be Code of 
Military Justice (since repealed) or the Code of Criminal Procedures 
Act as 2372.  
 
This is without prejudice to the validity of acts performed under the 
effect of the previous law. 
 
Regional Court notified them of the decision dated 05/07/01 
28/12/05 in the file titled "Incident No. Nullity of Law. 23492 and 
23521 and pardons of  Decree No. 1002/89 the cause. 283 / 05 
"and resolved fs. 581 File No. 05/07.  
GUEST of the Court: the respondent, asked to give his name, 
nickname or alias, nationality and other personal circumstances, 
gave his name as: CLAUDIO ALEJANDRO KUSSMAN, Argentine 
National, ID 4642957, born on August 23, 1945 in Capital Federal, 
son of Teodoro and Lila Margarita Fedora Perosino, both deceased; 
married, retired from the Buenos Aires Provincial Police, residing at 
Telemaco 298 Pinamar Buenos Aires Province.  
 
COURT INQUIRY asked respondent if he had ever been prosecuted 
for any activity during the performance of his duties, and if so, for 
what reason, which prosecuting Court, and the disposition and/or 
sentence if any, were fulfilled.  
 
Mr. Kussman answers the following “a case for triple murder years 
ago, which is recorded in my file. To the best of my recollection, it 
must have been in 86 or 87. There was an armed confrontation 
between two opposing gangs/parties, and upon police intervention 
shots were fired resulting in a triple homicide. It may have been in 
the jurisdiction of San Martin of Greater Buenos Aires. Further 
investigation found no wrongdoing by the officials involved. There 
were no prosecutions nor penalties levied. 
 



The other case was for illegal deprivation of liberty. This incident 
was in Capital Federal and was the result of a miscommunication 
between two different agencies and the consequence of a 
mishandled police procedure in a case regarding drug trafficking, 
along with a commissioner of the Federal Police, in approximately 
1982.  
 
The disposition in this case was to resulted in a sentence of six 
months in prison suspended, and one year of ineligibility. No one 
involved was made to serve sentencing since the Court allowed the 
statute of limitations expire on the case. 
 
To my understanding of what happened, I was not disqualified and 
there was no judgement, the case was simply held up by the court 
in the city of Buenos Aires until the statutes expired.  
 
 
The Court has informed the respondent that he stands accused of 
participating in a conspiracy to conduct a clandestine and illegal 
criminal plan implemented to kidnap, torture, murder and cause 
the disappearance of persons, using the organizational structure of 
the Armed Forces Security and their subordinates, federal and 
provincial; to include attached light elements to this cause and 
taking into account the judgment in 13/84 because of the ruling of 
the  Federal Chamber of Buenos Aires, followed against  former 
commanders (v Failures 309. books 1 and 2), as the detailed 
description of state terrorism effected therein.  
 
As such, he is credited with participation in his capacity as an 
Officer of the Task Force Radio Command, under the Regional Unit 
V of the Buenos Aires Provincial Police.Statement of FACTS 
included in the indictment of fs . FBB incident sub 566/628 
15000005/2007/37, namely: - The abduction and the use of 
torture, to the detriment of Néstor Oscar BERTINAT; Pedro 
MIRAMONTE; Aníbal Manuel Ortega; Daniel Sanchez and Julio 
Alberto BERARDI. A brief description of events is as follows: 
 
Néstor Oscar BERTINAT: In 1976 BERTINAT was Secretary of 
Broadcasting and Proceedings of the Bahía Blanca sectional 



UOCRA. Near the end of that year BERTINAT was kidnapped from 
the 700 block of Avellaneda Street by staff of Radio Command of 
Buenos Aires Provincial Police, including one Corporal Jesus 
SALINAS.  
 
He was hooded and handcuffed and placed in a car. 
The car was then driven around the city for several hours, during 
which time BERTINAT was interrogated. 
 
He was then taken to the CCDyT  “La Escuelita” (The Little School), 
where his captors tortured him, to include the application of electric 
shocks and prolific utterances of death threats. Three days later he 
was transferred to the UP4 of Villa Floresta.  
 
After four days of confinement, BERTINAT was removed from the 
hall by Prison Service staff, placed in blindfold, and driven in a 
truck to the neighborhood of Villa Delfina where he was released.  
 
 
During his abduction, his wife Elida Teodolina AGUILERA and his 
brother Segundo ULLUA took various measures to ascertain his 
whereabouts.  
Proof: - Deposition of Néstor Oscar BERTINAT folio 23,851 / 23,853 
- Copies of documentation concerning Néstor Oscar BERTINAT the 
Provincial Commission for Memory folio 25,458 / 25,481. - 
 
Pedro MIRAMONTE: In 1973 MIRAMONTE was Assistant Director of 
Roads of the Province of Buenos Aires and was a Peronista militant.  
 
On March 25, 1976 MIRAMONTE was abducted by Radio Electric 
Command personnel, among which he states he recognized 
Kussman, the taken to the headquarters of the Regional Unit V of 
Bahia Blanca, where he was informed by the Chief Head, surname 
TRIVENTI, on the arrest warrant that was issued for his arrest by 
the Army.  
 
He remained captive for two days until he was later transferred to 
the guard of the command of V Corps, where he was placed in a cell 



with other detainees, including DUCK, who had been arrested by 
the Prefecture.  
 
The next day he was taken in a vehicle to Punta Alta and after 
several laps transferred to CCDyT  “La Escuelita” (The Little School), 
where he remained in captivity with other victims until April 23 at 
which time he was taken to the UP4 where he suffered 
requisitioning by Army.  
 
From the UP4 prison facility MIRAMONTE was transferred to the 
UP9 facility of La Plata.  
Proof: - Witness statements of Pedro Roberto Miramonte, folios 
19,132 / 19,138 and the hearing on 14 September 2011 in case No. 
982 - Witness statements of René Eusebio BUSTOS folio 12,123 / 
12,125 and 15,867 / 15,871; and the hearing on August 10, 2011, 
in case No. 982 - Single Sheet Prison Unit No. 4 corresponding to 
Pedro Roberto MIRAMONTE and penitentiary documentation. - 
 
Aníbal Manuel ORTEGA and Daniel SANCHEZ: In 1975 ORTEGA 
was a high school student in the College of Education Media No. 2 
and was active in the Union of Secondary Students, along with his 
friend SANCHEZ. They both adults at that moment. 
 
Both citizens were kidnapped on two separate occasions. 
 
The first was in late 1975, when they were distributing political 
booklets near the Middle School of the Universidad Nacional del 
Sur. 
 
Both were kidnapped and taken to the Regional Unit V, on Alem 
Street, remaining captive for several hours and being questioned by 
TRUJILLO about their militancy.  
That night they were released. Then in mid-February 1977 they 
were again both abducted from their homes.  
 
In charge of the operation at that time was José Pedro NOEL 
 
They were transferred to Regional Unit V, where after being tortured 
they were again transferred to CCDyT  La Escuelita, where they 



receive further torture by applied electric shocks, for about a 
month. In March of that year, they were allowed to take a shower, 
placed into a car and then they were released near Independence 
Park.  
Proof: - Testimony of Miguel Anibal ORTEGA folio 24,346 / 9 and 
foja 24,912 - Declaration of Daniel Salvador Sanchez added at page 
31.868 / 70. - 
 
Julio Alberto BERARDI: BERARDI’s case is closely related to Rafael 
Miguel SILVA, Leonardo Victorino RODRIGUEZ and Omar Vicente 
ROLLHAUSER, both for the participation as members of the 
Argentine Federation of Rural Workers and Dockers (FATRE) and 
the circumstances of his kidnapping.  
 
BERARDI was producer of garlic in Villarino County and worked in 
the packing sheds. In 1976, he was Secretary General of the FATRE 
and delegate of the CGT Sub delegation of the town.  
 
Omar Vicente ROLLHAUSER served as Clerk of the Médanos 
delegation of FATRE, Rafael Miguel SILVA was a Board Member of 
the Commission, and Leonardo Victorino RODRIGUEZ also a 
member of the same union and worked in the garlic packaging 
division.  
 
On March 24 at dawn, BERARDI was removed from his home in 
Medanos City to witness a raid on the premises that functioned as 
union headquarters for FATRE. Later that same day, the four 
victims were detained by the police in Mayor Buratovich City and 
taken to the precinct of the Province of Buenos Aires police. At night 
they were transferred to Bahia Blanca by Army personnel. The 
captives were first placed in an Army facility on Saavedra Street and 
then in the Fourth Precinct of the Buenos Aires Provincial Police.  
 
At dawn on March 25, after a process of mocking them with false 
pretenses of liberation, Army personnel moved them to the 
headquarters of the Federal Police at 100 Rondeau Street, where 
they were interrogated and subjected to various types of torture, to 
include the application of electrical shock.  



After a few days, the four men, along with others who were in the 
same condition, were left on a road close to the area of La 
Carrindanga, after being subjected to mock executions.  
 
On April 21, BERARDI was again abducted by members of the 
Buenos Aires Provincial Police in Medanos City. The next day, he 
was transferred in an Army van to Bahia Blanca City. He was 
initially taken to the Radio Electric Command building, and later 
transferred to the Second Precinct of the Buenos Aires Provincial 
Police where he was held for approximately five days, along with 
other trade unionists from the Reps of the Guild of Commerce.  
 
There, he was “delivered” to, and told that he was under arrest by 
Fermín Américo ARMESTO, the then current Commissioner 
Inspector, Second Regional Unit V.  Mr. BERARDI was sent back to 
Médanos by ARMESTO and after being held captive for eight days, 
he was then moved to the Communications Battalion 181 located in 
Bahia Blanca, where he remained kidnapped along with other 
union leaders.  
 
Subsequently, on May 26, 1976 Julio Alberto BERARDI was 
admitted to the UP4 (Penal) of Villa Floresta. On September 21 of 
that same year he was released. In February 1977, during a Union 
conflict, he was deprived of his liberty for about 15 days at the 
police station in Médanos City. At that time he resigned his position 
at the Union.  
Proof: - Testimony of Rafael Miguel SILVA in case No. 04/07, folios 
14,306 / 14,308 - Testimony of Omar Vicente ROLLHAUSER in 
case No. 04/07, folios 14,302 / 14,303 - Testimony of Leonardo 
Victorino RODRIGUEZ in case No. 04/07, folios 14,304 / 14,305 - 
testimony of Julio Alberto BERARDI in case No. 04/07, folios 
14,944 / 14,947. ---------------- 
 
 
 
 
The declarant is informed of the evidence described in this 
document, his Personal Dossier and documentation reserved in this 
facility, among others:  



the RC-3-30 "Organization and Functioning of the Staffs" Tomo 1 
Ed 1966, the RC-16-5;  
the PON 24/75; PAC Final Report 1975/76 and Directive 228/76 
(Army Education).  
Records of the Federal Court of Appeals of Bahía Blanca, Criminal 
Secretariats this court and other jurisdictions, added to these 
folders.  
Statements Probing of: Adel Edgardo VILAS in 88 cases (fs 
302/313.) And 11/86 CFABB (fs 846/1031; Aldo Mario ALVAREZ fs 
1423/1479 of c.11 / 86; Abel Teodoro.. Catuzzi in c.11 / 86 fs. 
1116/1177 and 1591/1600 and C.94 (fs. 239) DVDs with the 
filming of the testimony in the trial for Truth.  
 
Statements, investigations, and testimony, received at this venue 
are added to these files sent by the Public Prosecutor.  
 
Upon completion of the reading, the judge asked the respondent 
whether he wished to exercise his right to declare at that time or 
not. Respondent indicated he would declare verbally and stated, “I 
will declare and I will give my statement.” 
The SS then authorized the respondent to read his notes.  
 
At this time I would like to bring to the courts attention, that upon 
first becoming aware that I was a suspect in a case of crimes 
against humanity a few years ago, I immediately and voluntarily, of 
my own free will and accord, appeared before the court in the city of 
Bahia Blanca to ensure that they were aware of my current 
whereabouts and to give them my current contact information, to 
include my land line telephone number and cellular phone number.  
All of which, to the best of my knowledge, should be properly 
documented. 
 
At the time of my arrest by staff commissioner PSA, I was presented 
with a warrant that was improperly completed with the incorrect 
address. Nonetheless, I invited them to enter my residence and 
perform the corresponding search at that time.  
 
PSA staff verbally requested to collected police awards, diplomas, 
photographs and correspondence, of which I handed copies of the 



aforementioned items, a total of 18 in all, while the originals were 
giving as gifts years ago and are outside of the country.  
 
 
 
I have, at no time, kept any other correspondence or letters, 
relevant or otherwise, and have at no time, had any participation or 
involvement in the events of which I am currently under 
investigation for. 
 
Considering the circumstances I maintained a professionally 
courteous attitude and as a token of my willingness even had 
hospitalities and refreshments extended to the commissioner and 
all of the staff and witnesses present in my home at the time. 
 
I was subsequently placed under arrest with an improperly 
executed warrant that contained false and erroneous information. 
This resulted in my being taken into custody under no legal 
pretense other than a case number. 
 
I thought to dispute the legalities of the investigation at that time, 
being that the warrant did not even contain the correct address, yet 
I did not. To the contrary, I even, always in front of witnesses, made 
the commissioner and staff aware of the inconsistencies contained 
within the warrant. At which time one of the present personnel 
made a telephone call concerning the irregularities in the warrant 
pertaining to multiple accusers in this case, of whom I have no 
personal knowledge, and somehow “rectified” this error. 
 
I have never been a man to take advantage of a situation and am 
not about to start now. 
I submitted to arrest and was taken into custody even though I was 
served with an improperly executed warrant, leading to an illegal 
search and seizure of my residence which should consequently 
render any and all information and material evidence collected at 
that time inadmissible in court. At that time I still had full faith and 
confidence, knowing that I had absolutely no involvement 
whatsoever in the atrocities of which I was being accused, and that 
I would be released in a fair and timely manner according to the 



Law. Unfortunately, this willful submission of my liberties has led 
to my still continued detention without due cause and at least 
fourteen of my civil rights violated in the process. 
 
I joined the police force at 16 years old until I retired 31 years later 
and during these past 22 years as a retiree I always thought I had 
been part of a Police Institution created and sustained by the 
Argentine State, in which I dedicated myself to prevent, suppress 
and investigate crimes committed against citizens and private 
property.  
 
In other words, I believed I have been an authority and a public 
servant who had tried every day to be a better officer, along with 
many other human beings we thought we were good and we had a 
mission.  
 
I always thought I was helping victims of cruel and unfortunate 
events.  
Today, I found out that actually I would have been the perpetrator.  
 
Of course with the appropriate apologies, I will say that this 
notification / news, besides surprising are really outrageous and 
incredible.  
 
I will not say I'm innocent, since it is the first thing that each 
defendant says.  
 
I feel such rage only worthy of the fifth circle described by Dante, I 
will say that since my arrest 18 days ago I have been praying for the 
same injustice, that have been done to me thus far in this case to 
happen to those people who, for their ideology, negligence and for 
their actions have lied and resulted in these charges filed against 
me.  
 
I tried to learn and struggled to be a better person and better officer 
of the law along my life.  
Unfortunately, these new experiences have touched my life and my 
family's lifes.  
 



As I would include myself in all those bad wishes I expressed if I 
was guilty.  
 
I want to point out that in the 1960s, 1970s, I produced several 
legal arrests for various crimes and offenses in the Criminal Code, 
the Code of Misdemeanors and laws several respectively.  
 
I did not write any report about the detainees. It was not my job to 
handle datainees.  
 
When it necessary, he added the detainees record but that's where 
my performance ended. 
 
For example, I was present at the time when Dr. Victor Benamo had 
a live granade in his home, which the officers and myself helped 
disarm.  
 
We were not prejudice about political, religious views or other 
ideologists. Our job was to perform to our best ability, to protect 
and serve. 
Can anyone say the same today?  
 
I also see that I was accused of being part of a brutal task force and 
read that this term is applied according to the encyclopedia 
Wikipedia, a group of bandits, kidnappers, murderers and rapists 
who took possession of movable and immovable property.  
 
I want to emphasize that on the contrary, for 31 years I was an 
honest and loyal policeman, authorized to carry legal weapons, to 
protect and serve our citizens. 
 
As with all and I say all, of the secured property.  
 
I am a decent family man, I did not nor ever would kidnapp, 
murder, rape or be part of any sort of crimal activity or group. 
 
After leaving Bahia Blanca in late 1978 I never had to return to 
testify nor attend any court or internal affairs proceedings referring 
me to give an explanation for some wrong doing.  



 
If I had acted illegally, it would have not been able to be covered.  
 
On Noel, I will say that he is a great human being. He was the son 
of a commissioner of Bahia Blanca with whom I served two years 
with in my early years as an officer.  
 
Noel always lived in Bahia Blanca, where he also was the director of 
the library of General Daniel, Cerri City for almost 30 years, I 
believe.  
 
In this town the possibility of a protesting march for support was 
getting started but people were overcome with fear, hypocrisy, 
cowardice and it was not carried out.  
 
I know also that for unknown reasons Noel nobly opposed to them.  
 
Regarding Salinas, apart from a former police officer, he was an 
excellent investigator of the bygone era, stopped the renowned and 
much-missed "vigilante corner" who always lived in Ingeniero White.  
 
About him I will tell two stories from which I learned by chance in 
Bahía Blanca on April 14, 2012 on an opportunity to dine at a 
restaurant near the Municipal Theatre.  
 
I was served by a quit older waitress who lived in Ingeniero White 
City, chatting with her.  
Of course I touched the issue of detention of Salinas who was living 
in the same town. 
 
This person told me "I know Mr. Salinas pretty well”  
 
And she said: 
 
“When I was very young and finished my work in Bahia Blanca, it 
was late one night and had to get off the bus, walked a circular 
path past the bars and nightspots expansion, where I was bothered 
by intoxicated patrons, who SALINAS, which at that time would 
serve in Ingeniero White, stepped off the booth and accompanied 



me several blocks making me feel safe and protecting me from any 
advances from men on the streets”  
 
This was repeated several times until he could move only by the 
place without anyone bothering her.  
 
Another story is quite funny. There was this man who used to have 
one drink too many and Salinas, with compassion, use to guide him 
home almost every night.  
 
So long, until one day, or rather night, this drunk resisted entering 
the house despite Salinas effort. Finally Salinas opened the door 
and left him inside.  
 
The next day it was learned that resistance was because the drunk 
had moved from that place and that house was occupied by the new 
owners. That was SALINAS. That is Salinas. 
 
He then retired for ten years worked at the Bank of the Province of 
Buenos Aires branch Bahía Blanca. 
 
Similarly, later in the Commercial Club of Ingeniero White.  
 
Any of the 2 cops I've mentioned do deserve my respect and am 
quite sure they have never being involved in any kind of bribe or 
illegal activities. We are talking about two small town officers. 
 
Many people of that city and area towns, owe so much to them as 
officials, although selfishness, fear and time has caused them to 
forget express that recognition.  
 
At least then it would remain silent and abandon myself to this 
judicial stoning but that would be betraying all the principles that 
underpinned my life.  
 
These principles and my family are the ones who really value.  
I know who I am and what I'm like and that gives me moral 
strength to look anyone in the eye and tell everyone everything I say 
and said in my statement.  



 
I'll say it because it's my truth is the truth.  
 
If possible, ask that he would not give a biased interpretation and 
take it as a gesture of pride and arrogance.  
 
If there is any detail, I reiterate: minimal, that does not conform to 
the truth, you will understand that due to the time elapsed.  
39 years is a long time to which we must add, of course, wear my 
age.  
 
Normally, in an oral trial, as I observed from viewing videos, the 
accused has the right to face his accusers and is afforded the 
opportunity of cross examination. 
Yet for some unknown reason , and in a flagrant disregard for the 
law and due process, these man have thus far been denied these 
rights and have not faced any of the accusers and in turn making it 
impossible to the accused ones cross examine them. 
 
I know I've always kept a safe distance and a professional deal with 
regularly who held power in our country.  
 
From the age of 13 to 14 years old wanted to be police-detective, 
and have one of the tasks considered interesting and noble.  
 
So at 16, I entered the Police Academy Juan Vucetich. With a debt 
of gratitude to my grandmother, I went back at 18 years of age to 
Bahia Blanca as a police recently graduated officer.  
In 1964-1966 I worked in judicial police offices.  
Even while off duty, I found myself returning to the unit to try to 
participate in any procedure available.   
From 1967-1979, ie for about 12 years, I worked almost 
continuously in the street, wearing civilian clothes, investigating 
crimes.  
 
Then I moved to Buenos Aires where I continued working on 
research for years on the street. 



This means that I spent almost half of the 31 years of service in 
Bahía Blanca, where I performed procedures in more than 70 
different police precincts.   
I must be one of the official or officer with more years in a position 
of confrontation and permanent wear in that city. 
 
It catches everyones attention that my personal file is cited as 
evidence for the prosecution when it's exactly just that, a personal 
file, unless you are counterfeiters, my personal file will show that I 
never paid service in the radio command."  
 
I always did investigative work, civil.  
A radio command attending emergency calls people did.  
Hereby request that I send all items that say they are against me.  
I have some.  
But I'm missing others, eg copy of the statements of the Catuzzi, 
VILAS and military ALVAREZ.  
 
The only one I knew personally was the Gral. VILAS when he was in 
Bahia Blanca. He came to the Regional Unit for a ceremony farewell 
visit.  
The head of the Regional Unit met in his office commissioners, 
inspectors, and an officer among which I found myself.  
 
In most of my active years in the police worked on discovering lies, I 
will show some signs of them below.  
 
So Néstor Oscar BERTINAT, which as I could find on the Internet 
Habira born on September 17, 1947, the son of Oscar and Angela 
Mercedes Corvera, deceased, I will say that in my humble opinion 
Mr. Bertinat is what police jargon calls "a con artist"  
 
What is striking to me is that in other cases against where 
defendants are members of other forces, also the witnesses-victims 
register illegal activities as "Con artists".  
 
I do not know if this mere coincidence. 
 



This person would have developed this activity(Con Artist) between 
2001 and 2008, with his brother and lawyer Mario Montero Bahía 
Blanca, and also Mr. Edmundo Oginaga.  
 
They were engaged in real estate fraud, selling properties with 
illegal documentation.  
 
I could also see that the October 7, 2006 BERTINAT committed a 
theft. Lots of tools in street Casanova 241, Bahia Blanca. He was 
defended by Dr. Montero who was his accomplice in the repeated 
scams.  
 
In that case, stated as a prosecution witness was Andrés FLORES 
Army First Lieutenant, who pursued achieving BERTINAT'S escape 
with his truck at a high speed across a red traffic light. BERTINAT 
was sentenced by the Correctional Judge Gabriel Rojas.  
 
Mr. Bertinat was also trying to bribe personnel from Bahia Blanca 
Refrescos (Coca Cola) in order to get his hands on a Clients List, so 
he can re sell it to Pepsi Co. A case of industrial espionage, per say.   
 
My inhibition to make inquiries as active as it would be a hindrance 
to the lawsuit, makes it difficult to add more details of interest.  
 
I find it very striking that the witnesses, five in total, of which three 
"identified" us one by one, from TRIVENTI, NOEL, SALINAS and 
myself, which never even paid service in the Radio Command 
station.  
 
Was Loncón not identified because he is dead?  
 
I alternated my childhood and adolescence between Bahia Blanca 
and Buenos Aires, having practiced swimming in the Club Olimpo, I 
was a student of Don Bosco School, the Alliance Française of any 
state college and the National College. 
 
I practiced for years skydiving in Bahia Blanca Aero Club 
participating in various festivals. 
 



Also I developed commercial activities.  
 
I want to point out I have lost friends who were on both sides of this 
tragic story.  
 
Today is exactly the same but in reverse: some are good people and 
deserve justice at any cost, with the additive of succulent 
allowances and annuities, and others take every thing for granted. 
In this state, the respondent requested a recess to request a glass of 
water being sick, to which SS takes place providing a brief 
intermission.  
 
In the seventies, it was common to listen: “He must have done 
something” or “College kids are all lefties…” Now, the saying is “All 
policemen are genocides”  
I want to emphasize that in the 70's, the population of Bahía Blanca 
was approximately 182,000 inhabitants, Probably now the city 
doubled its population.  
Bertinat declared they transferred him and the car wandered for a 
few hours. 
 
In real time, wouldn’t be too long to wonder for a few hours?  
I Request a reconstruction of the events Mr. Bertinat claims and 
offer myself to follow the path "for a few hours."  
 
I'm referring to Pedro Miramonte now, I see that the street address 
was recorded as Paul Cotto 2282.  
Apparently, that address is not the correct street either. 
 
After reading the report in which it recounts a discussion with 
TRIVENTI and the same invitation for coffee, I know about that 
discussion. Triventi himself told me.   
 
Triventi was a winner. Also, he was a little bit of a Casanovas.  
 
He was involved in a love affair in which Miramonte was involved as 
well. A former girlfriend, an ex wife or a relative was the third one 
involved in that triangle.  
 



I do not remember the details in depth because it was like a gossip. 
It wasn’t an issue to my concern.  
 
The day MIRAMONTE was publicly accusing Triventi of carrying 
him to “La Escuelita” (“The Little School”) He didn’t even know what 
Miramonte was talking about. He replied: “You (Miramonte) are 
already a big boy for me to take you to school…” 
People who were present started laughing.  
TRIVENTI realizing this challenged him (Miramonte) to fight, event 
that did not happen.  
Triventi consulted attorney Victor Benamo (A good friend of his) in 
order to take Miramonte to court, but the counselor advice Triventi 
to forget it and made peace with Miramonte. Everything ended up 
with Triventi and Miramonte sharing a cup of coffee.  
 
I'm sure TRIVENTI already was showing signs of mental disease 
that afflicts him because over the years I've never known of nor saw 
him with intentions to fight anybody. He was a peaceful man.  
 
I want to address all of the people who appear as witnesses because 
these do not match the reality of what was happening at the time, 
and there are details that may be of interest to a healthy 
investigation of the events that are under investigation right now.  
 
I consider myself a man who acts in good faith and despite not 
being involved, and I consider myself not being involved, I want to 
contribute to the case, because while respecting each of the 
defendants, I see the witness have not declared one single 
important detail to contribute to the cause.  
 
Going back to Miramonte, I read a statement given in October 2009 
and I have in my possession a statement from September 14, 2011, 
by this gentleman, MIRAMONTE, of the defendents, prosecutors, 
court, and to my surprise I see that in 2009 it says he had been 
arrested in Punta Alta.  
 
It would be important to acknowledge that Punta Alta is a distant 
city from Bahia Blanca (about 20 miles) and belongs to Coronel 
Rosales County, if I remember correctly.  



 
In the second statement says he was arrested in Bahía Blanca, and 
this time he did not mentioned me at all.  
 
It's very striking that no one has asked about this contradictions. 
For example, in the second statement, he said to the Court he was 
arrested by officer BLUMA.  
 
He did not mention BLUMA once but three times. Interesting isn’t 
it? 
 
In my view it is unlikely and impossible that Miramonte has been in 
the Regional Unit V for two days, and I reiterate my request that an 
ocular inspection be done of the unit to which I offer to accompany, 
despite having to go handcuffed, this would be to make sure that 
what he says is  truly impossible.  
 
The staff of the Regional Unit consisted of -varios- heads, staff, 
unusual for the time but there was also female staff, mailings, radio 
technicians, radio operators, mechanics, -I had three- cooks and 
waiters would wear white coats, the same color shirts with bow ties 
and black pants, all whom worked in the same job in civilian life, 
there even was gardeners.  
 
There was a press office and in charge of it was a school principal, I 
believe, she was the wife of a lawyer.  
There was also a place by the Radio Command that had a 
hairdresser who worked every weekday. 
 
Can you imagine being a hairdresser, with own business, watching 
or becoming aware of an abuse and that the victim was a customer 
of yours?  
The same goes for the mechanics.  
A big number of people used to visit the facilities among them 
politicians, entrepreneurs, journalists, etc. It was a public place. 
 
In those years, gala dinner dances were performed in the Regional 
Unit.  



The Regional Unit had no dungeons, nor a sector that could retain 
people with medium security.  
 
The very important element for me is that none of the alleged 
victims who claim to have been inside the Regional Unit mention 
the activities performed there. That means noisy communications, 
etc. 
 
There was a team that received and transmitted with the police 
headquarters in the city of La Plata. There was a team that received 
and transmitted to all parts of the jurisdiction.  
 
There was a team that received and transmitted from and to every 
patrol. 
 
At that time it was very common to do tours for some friends or 
acquaintances that visited the division. 
It permanently had two or three operators at a time, along with the 
manager/boss.  
This was done as it is done today, it had urban centers security 
monitoring through video.  
 
If the raid was as MIRAMONTE mentioned in one of his statements, 
I will say that the officer in charge was not a man on the street, or 
had very little experience, or the fact as he claims didn’t happen.  
 
It is not possible that a police officer would leave himself in between 
his armed team and a suspect. That officer would die in a crossfire.  
 
There is another indication that makes me deeply doubt the words 
of this complainant: A policeman would never hit a suspect with a 
gun inside a car. Even today, it could accidentally shot himself.  
 
Handguns are revolvers or pistols, and have weaknesses.  
No official would allow or perform such action.  
 
This is another myth when it says that it took place inside a car, 
because it increases the risk of an accidental firing/shooting.  
 



There is only one circumstance in which a police officer can use a 
weapon to strike and that's in a melee snatch attempt, that is when 
it's disadvantage to the person because one hand is occupied with 
the weapon.  
So, yes, as a last desperate measure, for your own self defense, it 
could be normal depending on the situation to do this.  
 
In another part of his story, Miramonte says he was taken out of 
the Guard Command V in a vehicle that was on a road to Punta 
Alta and after several laps transferred to The Little School.  
 
Let me make clear that the distance of the guard check point to the 
place that is said to work the “Escuelita” (the little school house), is 
about 1700 meters, or less than two km. (A little more than a mile) 
 
It is a lie that the distance of the guard check point to the beginning 
of the road to Punta Alta, are between 10 and 14 km. That is not 
even possible now, with new and modern roads.  
 
The other possible way, was crossing Necochea Street, taking Lainez 
Street and reaching Grumbein City. There was even half of the 
asphalt that exists today.  
 
I hereby request to check these facts.  
 
In this moment, SS attentive provides that the lateness of the hour, 
the act will banned until the next hearing on Monday, December 
22nd at 09:30 pm.  
ASKED by SS: "Would you like to add, remove or amend anything to 
this statement?"  
ANSWER: "I pray you inform me the date of birth of Manuel Anibal 
Sanchez and Daniel Ortega and the next hearing juicy details have 
to bring about the story of Julio Alberto BERARDI." 
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Federal Chamber of the city of Bahía Blanca. Dcember 22, 2014, SS 

(Your Honor) and Secretary of action. Mr. Kussman statement 

began on December 16 last, he remains arrested in Unit 31 Ezeiza, 

from where he was transferred to the Federal R Prison Complex, 

where this videoconferencing is ongoing with the technical 

assistance of staff of the Council of Magistracy and the 

headquarters of the Council. The secretary assigned to this act is 

attorney Verónica Rodríguez Artola. The court reiterates that the 

respondent may attend this hearing only accompanied by his 

counselor and representatives of Public Prosecutions (Articles 295 

and cctes of the CPP..) As well that he has the right not to report; 

that in no case he will be required to tell the truth under oath, nor 

be exercised against coercion or threat, or any means to compel, 

induce or to testify against his will, or he will be charged or 

counterclaims aimed at obtaining his confession. He STATES that 

keeps Mr. Mauricio Gutierrez as his attorney, who is present in the 

Federal Court of Appeals of this city and has already made an 

inquiry in private prior to this hearing. The court let him know and 

described the FACTS and EVIDENCE Mr. Kussman is charged in 

the previous hearing.  

 

The court asks the respondent whether to declare or exercise his 

right not do so, Mr. Kussman answers: Yes, absolutely, I will 

declare and DECLARES: before starting the second part my 

statement I want to clarify some aspects that were unfinished or 

confused. A fs. 11 in row 6, where it says "took knowledge" should 

be added that (That) was in 1985 or 1986. A fs. 12 It is written 

"Tridenti" when that name is actually Triventi, with a “V” instead of 

“D” . A fs. 13, in the eighth line, where it says "while respecting 



each of the defendants, I see they have not declared when there are 

plenty of detail to contribute to the cause" it seems that I am talking 

about SALINAS y NOEL, when they did declare. I meant to say, even 

thought I respect each of the defendants in cases involving offenses 

of Crimes against humanity, I see that many have not been declared 

with so many important  details to contribute to the case.  

 

A fs. 14 in row 11, I am talking about Mr. BUSTOS, "who we know 

this man since 1964" I really meant to say: “who I know from 1964” 

In that same page j13 line, after "I don’t know what evidence 

against me is that, "you could add: “if he never mentioned me at 

all”. In line 32, after the paragraph where it says "Because this guy 

was there" should be added: “Armed: Finally, fs. 15, line 16, after 

"connecting Route 33" you should add “to Camineros” . I have my 

possession an condensed copy of my file, issued by the Ministry of 

Justice and Security, dated November 22, 2011, I wish this court 

can confirm that the copy is added to the cause, it has also the 

information that I never paid service in the Radio Command of 

Bahia Blanca. Back to my testimony, it is noteworthy who is and 

who was TRIVENTI. All his life he lived with his family and was 

police in that city. As well as his father, became Commissioner, also 

his son was a cop. He retired in that city. I mean, the family had 

three generations of policemen. He worked with great vocation and 

was street smart.  He was a very efficient cop. he was the policeman 

that all citizens called him by his name. He did not need a search 

warrant to enter a property. First he identified himself as 

policeman. If he didn’t get a response he would give his name the 

owner of the house. It was common to hear "Triventi, from the radio 

show?" Then, they would let him in. I wanted to be like him, at that 

time. I would like to talk about Ortega and Sanchez now: although I 

do not know these two gentlemen nor the event they mentioned, I 

want to point out police procedures then and now: I did not get 

involved in crime prevention or cases of little importance, like 

questioning people for distributing brochures. I was investigating 



crimes. Also, I avoided get involved in cases that minors or elders 

were implicated. In those cases –unless it was a horrible event- I 

used to call the precinct that had jurisdiction over the place.  If we 

take literally the first legal description of the facts alleged,  occurred 

in late 1975, I'm surprised to hear terms like "kidnapped" and "held 

captive for several hours and being questioned by TRUJILLO about 

their militancy. Then that night they were released " I wonder if 

Instead of kidnapped, would they not have been arrested in the 

street for background checks or a phone complain from a neighbor? 

The “Double A” (background checks) was and still is by law a legal 

procedure in police work (Article 13842). Today are limited to 12 

hours in Buenos Aires Province and 10 hours in Capital Federal. 

The legal amount for a background check at the time was 24 hours, 

since there was no today’s technology. There were forms to be filled 

and time consuming research. Instead of "remained captive for 

hours" shall not be “detained or delayed for a few hours”? I should 

point out the meaning of captive. What gives a man a status of 

captivity is falling into the hands of the Enemies. It is a state, a 

condition of his unhappy fate. You can call those who fell captive in 

the hands of corsairs, for example. Detention or delay is a 

temporary and brief deprivation of freedom of movement. The police 

was, it is and will follow the law. As per being questioned by 

TRUJILLO, superintendent of the Buenos Aires Provincial Police, 

didn’t he acted by the legal background check norms? I will say, of 

course, unless he acted illegally or tortured them. In order to know 

the name of the superintendent, he must have introduced himself… 

Let’s suppose two people intent to break in a building but pretend 

to distribute pamphlets as a distraction. It would be logical that an 

expert asks what they were doing there. Once their backgrounds 

were checked as clean, they were set free. There were some more 

law codes at that time. There was a penalty for vagrancy. That 

wasn’t Mr. Ortega or Mr. Sanchez case. I’d like to talk about the 

other claim. They (Mr. Ortega and Mr. Sanchez) claim they were 

kidnapped again, this time, allegedly, performed by Jose Pedro Noel. 



They allegedly were taken and tortured in the Regional Unit V, 

again they did not name me. What they claim about the place is 

impossible. It is bizarre. Why torture them there an open view place 

instead of taking them to “La Escuelita” a clandestine and private 

place, I presume. It is very illogical.  Finally, I would like to refer 

about Mr. Julio Alberto BERARDI. I do not know him or what he 

claims that happened to him.  With that being said, despite the fact 

that it doesn’t seem to be my problem, I would like to point a few 

things about his testimony: He "we were transferred to Bahia 

Blanca in a Army truck. At first I was taken to the Radio Command 

and later the Second Precinct " It would be interesting to ask, which 

surely was not done: if they entered the Regional Unit or the 

military vehicle made a stop in the building’s driveway. I do not 

think that happened. At the time, for security reasons, the security 

guards would have not allowed any vehicle in. (People disguised as 

priests, army officers, police officers even as pregnant women would 

walk in any place and threw a grenade) Regional Unit V did not 

have cells nor was prepared as a prison. This sounds to me like a 

contemporary thing. A tale fabricated by young people who does not 

know how things functioned back then. At that time, not even an 

army man like Valero – a kind of controller then- was able to drive 

inside the building parking lot with his own car. He had to ring the 

door bell –I recall- and he had to walk towards the building carrying 

his weapon and his I.D. His chauffer had to wait outside by the car. 

He was a good police chief, I gladly remember him. There was a 

strict safety code and that leaded sometimes to accidents. I have 

some reminiscences about a young couple of lovers leaving a motel 

across the street from an Army facility and they made a mistake 

while driving the car. I believe they were shot death by the security 

guards. I have a personal story to tell: I was driving my car near the 

Army base and I found out I had a flat tire. I was about to replace 

the tire at the same moment I hear the bullet noises over my head. I 

don’t have to say I run away destroying my flat tire. Those were 

rough times.  For instance, I bring to mind the tragic event at The 



Federal Police Building in July 2, 1976. An insider activated a bomb 

and 23 policemen and a civilian died. There were 66 police officers 

injured as a result of the explosion. I can mention two bombs that 

were placed in the Second Chief of Buenos Aires Police force’s office. 

That was in December, 1976, As a result at least three people died 

and there were several injured. In the seventies, there were 4,380 

bomb attacks even though we tend to denied it or we choose to 

forget it. I am shocked when he says "at first I was taken to the 

Radio Command". This place had one or two offices, a kitchen and I 

want to believe, a bedroom. There was not one single sign 

announcing “Radio Command” but yet, Berardi claims they took 

him to the Radio Command. It really surprised me considering that 

the Regional Unit had approximately 17 offices. Could not have said 

it was in any of them? I repeat that I request an inspection. I also 

wonder if BERARDI stood before the Regional Unit, as he probably 

thinks, or even more, despite the illogical, impossible and not 

credible, let’s pretend for the sake of the argument he really was in 

the Radio Command, Why I am involved with that circumstance?  I 

am sure that event didn’t occur on April 21, 1976. There were 10 

policemen killed during the first 20 days of that month. That means 

one every other day, among them, Commissioner Anselmo Linardi 

and Corporal Merli. They were killed in La Matanza. Also, I should 

mention the attack against Carapachay Police Precinct on April 18, 

1976. (Three days before the events Berardi claims) Besides some 

other attacks perpetrated by terrorist groups all over the country, 

there were enough reasons to rise the security levels in every single 

police department, including Regional Unit V and its jurisdiction. If 

what I say makes sense to you and I hope I have proven it, 

BERARDI was in a military vehicle in front of the Regional Unit. For 

that matter, this year I parked my car in front of Federal Buildings, 

City halls, Churchs, banks, etc. but I didn’t get in any of those 

places. At last, I request a cross examination with the gentlemen 

who accuse me.  As it is known, at the time of my arrest PSA 

personnel presented me a search warrant with the wrong direction 



but I took no advantage of that. I let them inside my house and 

helped them to fix the problem. Even though I was a good “host” (I 

offered them sodas and cookies) I knew they were filming inside my 

house without my permission.  I have remembrances of the fifties, 

1955 to be precise, when I witnessed my uncle getting a rid of 

pictures and books that had any mention of Peron and Evita. They 

reduced the books to ashes. Time went back and I found myself in 

the seventies destroying by fire The Combat Manual by Che 

Guevara and some other books given to me as gifts, after I read a 

police memo and its threat of arresting anyone who owned that 

kind of literature. I am not a Che Guevara’s fan neither an admirer 

of anyone with that kind of ideology. The burning of books was like 

being a character in Farenheit 451, that great Ray Bradbury’s 

novel. Today, at the moment of my arrest they were ordered to take 

possession of my diplomas, my awards, my pictures… I had a Deja 

Vú. I was able to give them copies of all those items. The original 

ones are not in this country. I want to talk about a very human 

feeling: Fear. Is that fear who paralyze people as witnesses of the 

defense. That people does not speak, they only mumble. The media 

influence is amazing, their method works.  

                                                                                                 

What better example than what happened in Bahia Blanca with 

writers Nicolas Marques and Agustín Lage when in late September 

2013 they had to leave town without being able to present the book 

"When the Story is a farce" by threats received. They could not 

presented the book even if they changed the place. No entity did 

anything to solve this problem. Democratic practice, I’ll say 

sarcastically. These leaders of the intolerance act like Nazis and 

fascists. I can also say that in the 70’ Triventi and I helped a 

complainant in this mega cause, friend of former prosecutor Abel 

CORDOBA. We gave him 3000 pesos each to leave Bahia Blanca, 

since the Army was looking for him. Another friend, also a 

policeman, gave him shelter in Buenos Aires. Later he surrendered 

to the authorities. I won’t mention his name, as he failed to appear 



to testify spontaneously, and provide information about my actions 

at this time, I know he wouldn’t testify only by fear. Not because he 

thinks I'm a Dr. Jekyll. I would like to point out he was never asked 

to return the money. Only if he dies before I possibly –I repeat 

possibly- would mention his name. If he refused to speak It is not 

my intention to put him on risk. We consider him a good man, 

that’s why we helped him. I will name René BUSTOS, also a 

complainant and also an   acquaintance of former prosecutor Abel 

CORDOBA. I met with him a few months before the 1976 military 

Coup because an informer said there was a man shooting at trees 

on a road that connects Bahia Blanca and Cabildo City. He may lie 

but we both know the facts. I approached unarmed, although I had 

a Fal Rifle to take advantage of, but I only talked to him. I verified 

his weapon or car were not stolen items. I returned him the items 

and I let him go, despite the fact he broke the law, I remember when 

I was 18 or 19 years old, I accompanied in 1964 the Commissioner 

Vidal to talk to Mr. Bustos and one of his brothers. They argued 

and resisted the arrest until after a fight we were able to take them 

in for questioning. They remember me pretty well because we run 

into each other in the streets. Now, I agree to answer any question 

the prosecutors want to ask me. 

  

Counselor Gutierrez (Mr. Kussman attorney) asks:   Did you have 

personnel under your command at regional Unit V? Mr. Kussman 

answers: I worked with more than 70 policemen in Bahia Blanca.  

Mr. Gutierrez asks: Do you remember your police position in 1976? 

Kussman answers: I was a detective (Oficial Inspector)  

Mr. Gutierrez: Did you have knowledge of clandestine detention 

centers inside Regional Unit V? Kussman: Not at all.  

Mr. Gutierrez: Did you ever receive an illegal order, if so did you 

order that to your personnel? Kussman: No. Not, at all.  

Gutierrez: Did you ever worked under Pedro Noel or Salinas 

command? Kussman: Noel is from my same graduation class but I 

had seniority. Salinas was a corporal, so that is impossible.  



Gutierrez: Did Noel or Salinas ever work under your command? 

Kussman: No. Gutierrez: Did you ever have any participation in the 

so called war against subversion? Kussman: I think the Army men 

didn’t have a good deal of appreciation for me after I argued with 

several Army men. Gutierrez: Do you know the reason General Vilas 

replaced Colonel Valero as Head Chief in Regional Unit V? 

Kussman: There was some turmoil –I believe- between Valero and 

influential people who force Valero to an early retirement.  

Gutierrez: Do you know the reasons? Kussman: I have no 

knowledge of that, but I will say that the Navy base was there, the 

CGT (Union) was there, a powerful newspaper and all together made 

difficult for any project to function.  

Gutierrez: Did you have any professional relation with Triventi? 

Kussman: I started to work as an officer in 1967 and then he took 

me with him and I worked in the Investigative Brigade. Triventi 

taught me how to be a detective.  

Gutierrez: Do you know about any official document mentioning a 

paralegal group from the radio Command, something similar to 

Placintara from de Navy or Order 404 from the Army? Kussman: 

No. If a regional chief would had organized a paralegal group would 

have risk his career. He would have put himself in danger.  

Gutierrez: Did you ever arrest people in Coronel Rosales County, 

Punta Alta City or Villa del Mar? Kussman: I arrested people in 

Punta Alta. I worked in the streets for 12 years.  

Gutierrez: Did you ever arrest someone in Villarino? Kussman: No. 

Crimes records in that zone were low. I may have arrested someone 

for illegal gambling.  

Gutierrez: Do you know if street officers ever acquired information 

about people suspected of having ties with terrorist groups? 

Kussman: I never was interested in politics. For your information I 

was assigned to investigate the murder of second commissioner 

Ramos without results. I asked to be transferred three months 

after.  



Gutierrez: Did any of the men who are making this accusation ever 

been arrested by you? Kussman: I arrested a big number of people. 

I do not remember all of them unless it was a horrible crime.  

Gutierrez: Did you have any part in the 1976 military coup? 

Kussman: No. Gutierrez: Did you perform or have any knowledge of 

a procedure at FATRE? Kussman: No.  

Gutierrez: Do you find any contradictions on Mr. Miramonte 

testimony? Regarding his testimony in the oral trial and his 

testimony in 2009? Kussman: according to Mr. Miramonte his 

arrest took place in different cities and named two different 

arresting officers.  

Gutierrez: Did you ever persecute Ethnics groups? Did you 

persecute Religious groups? Kussman: I must be the less racist 

person ever and I have no political ideology.  

Gutierrez: Do you have any idea why your name is named in the 

2009 Miramonte’s testimony? Kussman: It seems to me he was 

persuaded to do so.  Now Your Honor asks Mr. Kussman if he 

wants to add something to his testimony. Mr. Kussman answers: I 

would have loved to have the opportunity to answer the Judge and 

the prosecutor inquires. 

The audience is now over. Mr. Kussman would remain in jail. 

 


